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PERCOG : A PrOgrille EWA

Earl K. Taylor

James M. Jones, eighteen years ofd and a recent high
school graduate, is enrolling this fall at a community
college somewhere In the state of Illinois. Because he
tanked in the lowest quarter of his graduating class,
because he scored IS or below in English on the American
College Tests, and because his high school grades were
very low, he is a prime candidate for remedial help in
English. He isn't a weak writer; he's a terrible writer. He
doesn't know the difference between a comma and a
semicolon, between a fragment and a complete thought,
between a topic sentence eId supporting evidence. And he
can't spell. Although many average students have these
problems in writing, Mr. Jones has more of them than
most do, and his errors are more illiterate than illogical.
Perhaps one of the most conspicuous signs of his inability
is that almost incomprehensible second grader scrawl.
Whit kind of remedial help will he receive? It will either
be grammatical, emotional, or practical.

For years English teachers have looked at such
students as Mr. Jones and suggested that he study
:,;; Ammar, complete exercises in programmed texts, and
until very recently, diagram some sentences. The
advocates of this approach said, if the student can't write,
we must "begin with the basics"; we must teach him
about grammar either In a conventional tracked system
(no longer fashionable) or in a writing clinic set up to help
the student on an individualized basis (currently
fashionable). in other words, no matter what method was
used the classroom or individualized instruction this
"getting back to the Wks" meant a heavy stress on
grammar.

The basic problem with this emphasis was that most
studies have shown no relationship between student's
'<nowledge of grammar and his ability to write. Other
J..irtcoinings included dullness (the students detest it),
petitron (students have studied graninar every year in

Erliool), and a sense of overwhelming ignorance (most
,e,.ts deal with every conceivable grammatical or
iiechani, al problem). Perhaps the most significant
..:dt.nc. that this approach didn't work was that too few
..tutients actually improved; James Jones would probably
write no better at the end of the course than he did at the
beginning. He was, according to some teachers, too
.8norar.t or too poorly motivated.

"That's it," other advocates said. "We must forget
q.:tinef grid concentrate on motivating him." So some

!. twin .; began using "now" readers dwelling on
controversial, contemporary problems. If they could
arouse Mr. Jones' interests in the real issues of the day like
race Jet Mons, abortion, and the like, these teachers felt
they would be able to remedy Mr. Jones' problems. No
matte( h'w logical the approach may seem, for most
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people the method was no more tucassful than the !list
one. Students had fun. but in the au& they add* write
any better. Too often students were peoviadal and were
simply uninterested or uninfonsuod about the subject; they
lacked sufficient background to discuss or write about the
Issues; and teachers invariably asked the students to write
argumentative papers which were beyond their ability.
Finally, this method was probably unsueoeseful beams
nothing was taught directly about writing; enthusiasm
could not be translated into correct prose.

While teachers were arguing about the. merits of
these two approaches, still others were contending that
students needed more practical assignments. They needed
to learn how to write business letters, to comp** meant
and to fill out forms. If the student saw the practicality of
the assignment, according to these advocates, Mr. Jones
would be properly motivated because the eta
were not artifice!, irrelevant. Pot some students this
job - related English training was probably quite
appropriate, but it assumed that the student was teeming!.
that he would always be a mechanic or a toolpanddie
maker. That may or may not alwsys be the case. The
problem with this approach was that it virtually ignored
the serious grammatical and mechanical problems and that
it relegated the student to a txmhud education and
occupation.

Having used all these approaches with vying
degrees of failure, I began seriously to evaluate (in the fall
of 1971) how writing could or should be taught to the
genuinely weak writer. My immediate problem was to
tIotstsuine how I was going to deal with a class of
twenty-sewn students who scored in the lower 10 percent
on the ACT composite, who easily ranked in the lowest
quarter of their MO school graduating dames. and who
read anywhere from the fourth to the eight grade level. I
wanted to "get back to the basics." Drawing a horizontal
line representing a continuum, I theorized that point A
represented where we begin to leant how to write and that
point B represented where we know how to writs. Point X
would indicate where grammar instruction usually fig in s
student's language development.

A

Instead of exploring the usual sources, I began
studying some of the now learning theories, particularly
the work of Plage, the Swiss ; sychologlst, J. P. Guilford,
author of The Nature of .I is Intelltence and
Structure of Intellect, and N. C. Kephart, the author of
The Slow Learner in The Classroom, And I began to Ned
about the work of Carl H. Mimeo, who contends that,
unless a child first crawls before he milks, serious

S

Source: Community College Frontiers, Vol. 1, No. 1, Winter 1972.
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academic peobkms will develop later. In other words, i
flew reviewing a child's unellectual development through
I kind of audemic Mar view minor. At the same time, I
d.scussed my theory with a number of authorities on
tuning: psychologists, apecisl education ittiffliefOrs,
nptometrists, and even icindeprten and primary teachers.
t,' retracing the steps in intellectual development, I
theorized that my students had not learned many things
*Nth took place between A and X oo the diagram,
somewhere on ,%e perceptivecognith, steps in
intellectual ilevelot..:4nt. (Hence, my title.) In short, I
believed that "going beck to the basics" to grammar
was not sufficient. For some we must go back further.

Unfortunately, coming to this conclusion was much
more difficult than what I have probably made It seem. In
fact, the conclusion came inductively after I had begun
that remedial class mentioned before. Let ma share those
experiences. On the first day, 1 brought twenty different
designs to class; these diagrams (see page 10) were
geometric and varied in difficulty from the simple to the
complex. After 1 explained who I was and identified the
course, I selected what seemed the simplest diagram and
asked one student to go to the chalk board. I then showed
the diagram to the rest of the class and asked them to
describe, to the student at the board, how to draw the
design. When it was completed, I repeated the process
with three or four more diagrams which became steadily
more difficult and which called for three or four different
students at the board. During the second step is the
sequence, I used a *oiler procedure one diagram, one
meat et the board but this time only on person from
the class was alionsid to help the student at the board.
Again, I reputed this method, covering three a four
diagrams and using three or four more different students
sr the board.

In short, during the first week of class, we discussed
he fust ten disarms, and then we begin to relate these

drawings to composition. Accordingly, the students' first
Assignment was to draw a diagram of their own and to
describe in words how that diagram was drawn. (The
design was submitted with the paper.) I carefully
explain.: that their work would be evaluated for only one
quality clarity. Nothing else would be marked;
parnmar, mechanics, punctuation or spelling would be
ignored And everyosse completing the assignment would
pass. If a paper were clear, the student would feu* an
A, B, or a C; the highest ends would go to the student
drawing the most difficult diagram and explaining it best.
If a description worse unclear, the student waived an "OK

revise," not an "unietisfsctosy." The student continued
to miss until his wait was dear Waugh to dome an A,
II, or C. With this first aselgiunent, not a sin* first draft
was considered dear, rare my fault titan theirs because I
had not anticipated their problems and taught them ail
they needed to know. When the flat draft was revised,

6

toughly one-third of the class received s passing mde
When the themes were revhed ff,c * third time, inoz
students were aMe tea write papers. RoniitgY Zt
percent of the cies) Lad to revise this first assignment a.
many as the times ti' make it acceptable.

When this first paper was turned in, honnves, it was
not simply masked and returned to the student. Durinb
the third and fourth dais periods, I took all the bed papers
and had their authors read them to studeots who tried to
drew the diagrams at the board. What was imper ially
enomreging about this approach was that students were
komadhaly able to see why their writingwas not dear. If
the student at the baud could not draw the design, the
paper woo obviously unclear. liras have mu had to tell
student that something he has written
incomprehensible, you can appreciate the situations.
Students smiled, not frowned, when someone atiocautz
them how their writing was vague. They understood, and
that is an unusual seconsplishment in an Belli* dew.

After the &a paper was written, the students were
asked to draw a second diagram and to papa» another
that paper describing how to draw it. In class lime we
worked wlit some of my more difficult designs to give
them still more practice, and we added two steps to the
process. With the third step the situation or mow was
altered slightly one diagram, one student in the clan
giving directions but now the student drawing the
design could ask no questions. To make our writing
dearer, we arrived at these conclusions:

1. Each paper had to begin with a sentence
which gas, the drswersome ides of whet the
whole diagram locked like. This is knows, of
course, as the thesis sentence, but the term
was never used in clue.

2. Since many students left out stops in their
description, we derided that It would be but
if the student drew a series of incomplete
diagrams, leading to a complete ono. Thus, We
could follow the procedure more easily and
no steps were loft out. Soon thereafter, we
decided that each step should be contained in
a single paragraph for deem writing. The
result was an inductive approach so Wading
Paragraphing.

3. To make our descriptions clearer, we also
decided that most of the sides, Vase,
intersection points and the like shosdd be
numbered or lettered. Moreover, Mum
describing circular figures we compered
positions on the circle to *on on a flock.
(See diagram numb/rod I I). For instailat. it is
much dam if the writer eat say dust the
drawer is to extend a line from the nine
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o'clock position to the center of the circle and
from there to the five o'clock position.

4. We also discovered that, in the more difficult
diagrams, the reader often got lost in all the
details. Accordingly, we decided that the
writer should draw the Incomplete dI*gram
adjacent to the paragraph describing that step
and that the writer should summarize what
the diagram looked like when each step was
complete.

The result of using these four suggestions was that
most students did not have to revise their papers more
than once; their writing was dearly showing improvement.
Even though some students were required to revise their
papers several times, they did not seem discouraged,
apparently because they knew that they still had a chance
to improve.

At this point, roughly the fourth or fifth week, I
felt we were ready to try the fourth step with the
diagrams. Therefore, I selected what I thought were the
five most difficult dlrgrams, and again I chose one student
to go to the board to draw each design. Instead of using
just one student to give directions, however, I asked the
entire class to help, but now they turned their chairs
around so they faced the rear of the room and were
unable to see what the student at the board was drawing.
Gradually I tightened the situation: the student at the
board couldn't ask any questions, and only one person in
the class could describe the diagram. At first the dad had
problems as might be expected, but by the fifth diagram,
which is really tough, they performed magnificently.
While working on this fourth step, we found it extremely
helpful if the person giving the directions drew the
diagram himself at his desk and if he continually
suimnarized what the diagram should look like after each
step.

By this point (near the end of the fifth or sixth
week), everyone was tired of the diagrams, and I felt that
we needed to use a different and slightly more difficult
subject for the papers. Therefore, in my next assignment I
asked the students to select a cartoon which appealed to
them and to describe it what was in the foreground,
what was in the background, etc. After their papers were
submitted, evaluated, and returned, they were asked t;
revise their papers and to add more information to their
description. This material was to include the audience to
whom the cartoon was directed family, working class,
mate audience, female audience, and the like. They were
also asked to explain the subject matter or purpose
political, social, economic, etc. as well as to evaluate
what made the cartoon funny.

Generally speaking, I found the assignment was a
failure for several 'mons. First, the jump from the

diagrams to the cartoons was much more difficult and
complex than I had anticipated. For instance, I discovered
that although students could describe the people,
places, or thhigx in the cartoon they did not or could
not generalize about them. They could not, for example,
conclude that a cartoon containing a middle4sed couple
and a teenage boy might rammed a family. To the
students, the figures were a man, woman, and *boy; they
did not or could not evaluate then any ftirther. Second, I
discovered that they could not explain what made the
cartoons funny. Although I realized that humor was quite
sophisticated, I felt that they would choose cartoons
which they could understand. Th4, apparently was not
true. For instance, one girl dim a cartoon containing a
dog, his owner, and s stranger; the dog is standing NW the
stranger, whoa hat is in the animal's mouth. The caption,
the wards of the owner, read: "Apparendy, you [the
stranger ] said waste d% that offended him." When the
girl tried to explain the humor, she replied with a
four-word fragment: "Because of the dog." Obvioudy the
girl's problem was more than an ignorance of gronsnu; it
was directly related to her 'Wily to think. She was either
unable to put her thoughts into words or unable to en the
implications of the figures in the custom liotwastr, no
master what the precise problem was, starting with
grammar was too advanced foe this perticular studstet As
you can see, we wood from pure dincriptioo to
evaluation or analysis, more difficult didlls but necessary:
Ones if the student is to mend in higher level Bash
courses. At least part of the student's lack of sued I was
the result of my failure to teach hot how to evaluate,
analyze, or interpret.

For the next assignment, which hs two different
forms took the remainder of the aemetter, I asked the
students to select an advertisement and to evaluate it as
they had the cartoon. In this *hustled, however, they not
only described it in the first draft, but they also had to
analyze it, again making the anignmeat a bit more
difficult than the previous Co.. In aaalyzh the
advertisement, they Iwo to touch as them meets: to
whom did the ad appeal, what were the **ventage* of
buying the product, how was the appeal to buy mask,
what happened to the purchaser when he bought the
product (i.e. he achieved status "by moving up to an
Oldsmobile"), and what types of *ppml were wed. For
sonic unidentified reason, the students wrote better on
this assignment than they did when describing and
evaluating the cartoon. Several psychologists have
suggested the reason was that the students were dmply
more familiar with advertisements than the cartoons.
Moreover, the element of analyzing humor was not
present in the advertisement. The last ssalotment was a
continuation of the previous one. )r ally, let's say that
the student selected an Oldsmobile salwrthoment to
describe and evaluate. Then, in this last $11141=0111.
asked him to describe *pother Oldsmobile ad, but it had
to be 20 years old or older. When ho was finished, I asked
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him to combine these two advertisement assignments and
write a paper in which he compared and contrasted them.
The result was another batch of papers in which the
description was adequate but the analysis inadequate.

At the end of the semester, I began to evaluate my
work and made these observations about the diagrams.

I. Perhaps as many as 20% of my students were
unable to determine their left from their right.
Although this finding is not unusual, the
percentage is larger than experts would
expect.

2. Many students, when they saw diagram
number I, could we no pattern whatsoever.
For instance, the brighter students saw two
capital E's hack to back or a capital "I" with a
horizontal tine in the middle. The weaker
students could see nothing more than three
lines, apparently devoid of any form or
pattern. The same students had difficulty
understanding the difference Ismer. a topic
sentence and supporting evidence.

3. Obviously, some students needed help with
geometric vocabulary, like length, height,
horizontal, width, vertical, triangle, rectangle,
etc.

4. Circular shapes presented special problems for
students who had to describe them.

S. Students needed help in learning how to
generalize about a diagram, how to express
what the diagram looked like.

6. Generally speaking, I would say that the
diagrams were too difficult for one-third to
anabolic( the class.

About the cartoons and advertisements, I made these
observations:

1. The jump from the diagrams to the cartoons
was too great.

2. Discussing the humor in the cartoons was too
difficult.

3. Perhaps the students were being asked to
perform too many tasks at one time.

4. The order of the assignments cartoons
followed by advertisements would have to
be npoossidered.

Despite all these observations and findings,
concluded that there were many advantages to the

approach if some of the problems could be solved.

1. Perhaps the most significant advantage was
that the students liked to write about and
discuss the diagrams.

2. Although many textbooks proclaim that thy;'
teach the student how to think, few if an-,

actually accomplish this aim in any direr(
way. Working with these diagrams verb
definitely required the students to think and
to determine how to do so clearly.

3. Since students ;r:. fed what they were doing,
I believe that f were has inhibited
they normally ws 44 be with a conventio f.:
approach. I had r spontaneous outbursts
one student inter. .1ted another to give 14

better way of describing a diagram.

4. Using this approach, I accidentally discovered
a way of teaching extensporaneous speech in
an English classroom.

S. Students immediately saw whether they were
successfully or unsuccessfully communicating
to a reader or listener. A pew, rather than the
teacher, because the evaluator; the pawn at
the board could or could not draw the
diagram described to him.

6. Since the emphasis was on explaining the
diagrams and not on grammar, the student
immediately saw the point of the class. When
a colleague asked one of my weaker students
about the purpose of the course, the young
man responded, "We're really learning how to
communicate better, orally and in writing."

7. Using the diagrams made the class much more
active than most; students were at board
drawing, constructing the diagram at their
desks as they heard the instructions, or jiving
directions. The educational prows vile actives
and practical, not passive and abstract. No one
fell asleep.

8. TM students became much better planners;
they were beginning to anticipate the
problems which confront their readers or
listeners. In short, they began to think, and to
think precisely. Again when a colleague asked
the students !0 evaluate the class, they
couldn't quite Ltlieve how tough it was to
communicate accurately.

9. Not surprhingly, this approach had a great
deal of appeal for the mechanically oriented
males, especially those going into



vocationaltechnical fields. These students
have always been hard to reach because our
materials have not been interesting to them.
The diaeresis made them aware of the value
of careful communication.

10. Finally, using my grading and revision policy,
I was inductively leading students to the
problems of grammar. The inductive approach
seemed much better because the students
were not taught something until they needed
to know it. Then they remembered it. For the
most part, much education is presented
deductively before a need-to-know ia
established.

My list of problems with the approach is
embarrassingly short. The shortness is embarrassing
because it implies that I had fewer problems than I
actually did and because I know that many more
problems exist which I have simply overlooked or failed
to understand.

1. Experience shows me that the diagrams are
not in the proper sequence from the
simplest to the hardest. I must reining.
them.

2. I need more and different kinds of diagrams
more circular forms, more figures, numbers,
and letters hidden in them.

3. I need to be able to evaluate how difficult a
given task is for the students.

4. More work has to be done on bridging the
huge gap between the diagrams and the
cartoons.

9
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If Mr. James M. Jones comes to Illinois Central
College this fall, he will not be pieced in the traditional
English class which could be classified as grammatical,
emitional, or practical. Instead, he will be taking
PERCOG. In cooperation with the George A. Zan Zone
Center, a mental health facility in Peoria, Illinois, Mr.
Jones will rust undergo a series of screening tests to
determine if he suffers from any serious visual or *mem
problems. (The student, however, will never be told that
the personnel normally work at a mental health center.) If
he does have problems, therapy will be offered at the
center or at the College. Yes, he will be writing about
diagrams, cartoons, and advertisements, but he will be
better prepared to do so. As I presently visualize the clam,
the diagrams will fall somewhere near the middle of the
semester. If the diagrams were too difficult for perhaps
SO% of last year's class, we must do something Ampler
first. What will we be doing? All my research indicates
that we must deal with skills which youngsters learn from
kindergarten through fourth grade. These skills an the
ptemptual-cognitive ones, necessary for logical thought.
Authorities have helped me theorize that thew students
have learning disabilities very similar to those of children
eight or ten years younger. With more sophisticated
materials, we are going to observe and practice, for
instance, chronological order. As a prelude to written,
formal instruction in organization, we will be classifying
objects. To teach analysis, comparison, contrast, and the
like, we will be viewing slides and films to which students
will be asked to respond orally. We will be trying to
improve visual and auditory memory by recalling lists of
wools or numbers. In short, although he is eighteen yews
old and a high school graduate, James M. Jones will be
studying reading readiness at Illinois Central College.
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percog :
a second report

KARL K. TAYLOR, English Professor and Coordinator of Developmental Program, Illinois Central Colkgp

I was probably six or seven years old
when I first met a person who did not speak
the English language. It was years ago when
my parents and I were vacationing in Canada;
we had just stopped for gasoline in a small
town several hundred miles from Montreal. As
the attendant was filling the tank, I rolled
down the window and asked him the distance
to our destination. To my suprise I couldn't
understand his response, the broken English
and French which the man was speaking.
Patiently he tried to explain that he did not
know my language; I couldn't really grasp the
meaning of a communication barrier because I
was so young and because I had always been
insulated from languages other than English. In
a moment of insigh? I leaped beyond the
complexities of linguistics to arrive at a
revolutionary method for overcoming this
barrierby speaking very slowly and
shouting. Needless to say, from that particular
attendant, I never learned the distance to
Montreal.

When faced with disadvantaged students
or low-achievers, we educators have been
shouting, in a sense, for years. At least we have
not been listening. Because a student was
unable to perform the tasks we expected of
him, because he was leaving (or disappearing
from) our courses without apparently
improving on any of the skills we were
teaching, we were Inclined to place the blame
or responsibility on the student. We assumed
either he had a poor attitude (for which we
took nu responsibility) or he was not
Intellectually capable of handling the work, a
situation over which we had no control.
Although the community college was designed
to assist these disadvantaged students, I doubt
whether a very large percentage of students has

been successful in college; many teachers still
look upon failure as primarily the students'
responsibility and we educators have too
seldom taken the time to exr aline our
methods. We have failed or refused to consider
our role in the student's failure. We have failed
to consider whether our methods or
approaches are involved in or related to the
students' failure. For instance, if a student has
gone through 12 years of instruction before he
reaches us, how can we assume that repetition
of the same kind of instruction or the use of
the same instructional techniques will be any
more successful now than they were before?

If the students' problem was a poor
attitude toward school, perhaps an Improved
self-concept in college or simple maturation
will result in success for the students who have
only known failure previously. However, them
are other students who do not have poor
attitudes and who do not succeed in college for
other reaso-is. Do all these students fail because
they don't have the ability (obviously some do)
or because we have overlooked something;
Could the problem be more complicated than
student attitude or ability; Could something
else be preventing these students from learning
what others have mastered years before?

As I hear these "universal truths"
(student ability and motivation) used with such
ease, I'm haunted b., the voices on the Bayer
Aspirin commercial: "The world is flat! The
world is flat!.. If men were meant tc fly, they
would have wings. . ." With a puzzled mind, I
began to reconsider what sort of remedial work
in English should be offered to the community
college, and I explained some of my work at
Illinois Central College (a public community
college located in Peoria) in the winter, 1972,

Source: Community College Frontiers, Vol. 2, No. 2, Winter 1973.
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issue of Community College Frontiers. In that
article, I expressed my view that we educators
were making too many assumptions about
these students, that with much of our
instruction, we were treating symptoms rather
than causes. To substantiate my theory, I
mentioned that we were planning to administer
a battery of tests in the fall of 1972, and the
results, in some instances, have borne out what
I expected. Community college remedial
technics may be as primitive and naive as those
of the youngster trying to communicate with
the Canadian service station attendant.

During the fall of 1972, the college
secured the services of two testing agencies and
a coordinator for the project. The Peoria
County Health Department agreed to
administer vision and auditory tests, while
Zeller Zone Centera state mental health
facility in Peoria was responsible for several
different types of tests. They were concerned
with speech articulation, with oral vocabulary
(the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test), with
perceptual motor problems (the Purdue
Perceptual Motor Survey), with dominance,
and with visual perception (an altered version
of the Frostig Visual Perception Test). To
supervise all the testing, the college hired a
consultant who had helped design a battery of
tests for the local Head Start Program. The
purpose of all these evaluative instruments was
to determine if this particular group of
developmental or remedial students had
problems which prevented them from learning,

determine if they had learning disabilities
which could not be overcome simply by
increased interest in educltion or an improved
attitude toward it. In short, we wanted to learn
if these students had characteristics which set
them apart from their peers who were enrolled
in college transfer courses; and if so, we wanted
to learn what kind of instruction was necessity
to meet the needs of these underachievers.

Vision tests

If you are like most instructors of
remedial courses, you have always assumed
that students could see by the time they
reached your class. This assumption is
extremely questionable. Since testing those
students who wore glasses might be considered
unethical, our com...itart suggested that we test
only those who did not wear glasses. Because

L
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we had neither the time nor the facilities and
because the consultant did not feel that many
of our students would have visual problems,
the tests were short and not very thorough.
Ou: purpose was to screen the students for
gross problems and to direct them to where
more complete examinations and care were
available. If a student failed an exam, he was
referred to the school nurse who retested him.
If he appeared to need visual care, he was later
referred to local doctors; and if the student
could not afford the examination or prescribed
care, local service organizations were contacted
to help him.

Soon after the testing began, a pattern of
similar ailments began to appear. The most
common problem was binocular coordination,
the failure to make both eyes function
smoothly together. This particular condition is
more directly related to learning problems than
to sharpness of vision and was also noted by
the personnel from Zeller who found students
having trouble tracking. The students had
difficulty following an object moving from left
to right in front of their eyes and from a
distance to within a few inches from their eyes,
an obvious problem when students would be
called upon to read for any length of time or to
read something from the chalkboard. Is it any
wonder that they don't like to read. We even
discovered a young man who was completely
blind in one eye, the result of an air gun
accident years ago, yet the student had never
gone to a doctor for an examination or
treatment. The results of the testing, then,
were quite surprising because we had not
anticipated such a large failure rate. Of the 52
students in the experimental group who did
not wear glasses, 29 students or 55 perc_ent
failed.

In the midst of our work, when we
discovered so many students were failing the
exam, the consultant concluded that it would
be wise to test those students who wore glasses,
assuming many of their corrective lenses would
not be current. Also, he felt that a control
group would give us some idea of how universal
the problem might be in a more "normal"
population.

Those remedial students who wore glasses
presented us with some unusual problems.
Many of them were wearing lenses that had
been prescribed years before and that were no

I0 longer current. It was not uncommon to find
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some who had not had their eyes examined for
four or five years. As a result, some students
were wearing glasses which did not fit them
properly or which were no longer current. In
other cases, they no longer would wean their
glasses-even though they needed
them-because the frames did not fit. Another
problem with these students was that they did
not like to wear glasses because they felt their
looks were affected. The teachers in our
program continually had to prod one young
man to wear his although his left eye wandered
noticeably, and he obviously could not see
well. So, even though we determined that
glasses were needed, many students were
reluctant to visit a doctor or to wear the lenses.

Specifically, of the 29 students in the
experimental class who wore glasses, 11 (or 37
percent) were encouraged to have their lenses
checked because they did not appear to be
current. Such visual difficulties were cot
common in the control group; no one failed
the exam, but the sample was too small (only
10 student.) to draw a valid conclusion. In
short, the vision tests indicated that almost 50
percent of the Developmental students 00 out
of 81) had some kind of vision problem.

After making these discoveries, we began
wondering how effective public health
departments are in detecting vision difficulties
when the children are in elementary and
secondary schools. The stumbling block is
staffing. For the 35,000 children in the Peoria
County public schools, only one coordinator
and three examiners were available in the fall
of 1972. The task is so huge that the public
health department estimates that it is unable to
examine a student more than twice during
elementary or secondary school-sometime
near kindergarten and once around fifth grade.
The department is unable to test many
junior-high or high school students even though
the greatest natural changes in the eye take
place during puberty.

Auditory testLig

Again, Peoria County Health Department
was responsible for the auditory testing, using
portable audiometers which are designed to
detect gross problems. If a student failed this
test, he was retested by the school nurse. If he
failed a second time, he was referred to the
Hearing and Speech Unit at Zeller where he
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would undergo more thorough tests, and
arrangements would be made for possible care.
Initially, only four students out of 77 failed
the exam. Later, when the school nurse
retested those who had failed originally, she
found no evidence of hearing loss; and no one
from the control group failed the testing.

Speech Testing

Personnel from Zeller Zone Center were
responsible for administering speech
examinations to ascertain whether or not any
of our students needed speec.. correction.
Those with deficient speech were referred by
the school nurse to Zeller, where further
testing was offered and arrangements were
made for therapy. Of the 77 students tested,
three failed; but in the control group all
passed.

Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Zeller was responsible for giving the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test which is
designed to evaluate a student's auditory,
rather than reading, vocabulary. Consisting of a
booklet of pictures, four per page, the test is
supposed to be without cultural bias and
assumes a student may be able to use certain
words orally that he may not recognize in
written form. Thus, the examiner pronounces a
word itnd asks the student which picture best
relates to the word. The student's Peabody
score Is calculated in relation to his
chronological age; therefore, if he is 17 years
old, he is expected to have acquired a
particular vocabulary. To fail the examination,
Zeller established that a student's score had to
fall 18 months below his chronological age. Of
the 79 students who were tested in the
experimental group, 41 failed. All members of
the control group passed.

Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey

Although educated opinion (there is no
available research) indicated that college-age
students should have overcome or compensated
for any perceptual motor prop fe:-. s, personnel
from Zeller administered parts of the Purdue
Perceptual Motor Survey to our students. The
results from our tests indicate just the
opposite; however, we are uncertain about the
meaning because these tests have never or

rarely been given to adults. Specifically. the
tests included instruments which measured
gross motor movements, particularly bilateral,
alternating, and integrative coordination. For
fine motor coordination, we tested ocular
motility, the ability to move one's eyes
smoothly from left to right and in various
directions, a vital reading skill.

In pPneral, the personnel from Zeller
made the : observations about the students.
First, they seemed to have great difficulty
translating oral instructions into the actions
being requested, or it took them an unusual
amount of time to do so. For example, when a
student was asked to hop on his left foot once,
on his right foot twice, and to continue this
sequence for a short period of time, often the
examiner was required to demonstrate the task
so the student could understand what he was
to do. Such difficulty in understanding is more
common to much younger students, and this
problem has special meaning for instructors.
For instance, following a lecture would be
difficult for these students, and multiple
examples and demonstrations would be
necessary if they are to understand. Second, as
mentioned, the students had significant
problems with ocular motility: they were
unable to move their eyes smoothly from left
to right and from far to near following an
object held by the examiner. Because this
problem was so prevalent. we assumed that it
would appear in members of the control group,
but it did not. Of the 76 in the experimental
group who took the perceptual motor test, 25
or 33 percent of the students failed.

In addition to the ocular motility testing,
we asked each student to reproduce two simple
geometric formsa diamond and a divided
rectangleas another measure of visual
perception and fine motor coordination. Since
this test is seldom if ever given to adults, the
consultant was uncertain about what shapes he
should ask the students to reproduce.
Therefore, since he had used the diamond and
divided rectangle in testing elementas-y students
and because there was research supporting
these forms, he decided to use them even
though he felt they would probably be too
elementary.

As was common in much of the testing
during the semester, we discovered many more
problems with visual perception than we had
anticipated using even these elementary forms. fl
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The most serious case is illustrated by the
accompanying drawings. The student was
shown the diamond and divided rectangle and
asked to reproduce them as he saw them. After
he had finished, the examiner asked if the
reproductions were the same as the originals,
and the student thought so. Of the 65 students
tested in the experimental group for visual
perception problems, 22 or 33 percent failed.
All members of the control group passed.

Dominance testing

Zeller was also responsible for tests of
dominance, a controversial area in educational
research. Dominance refers to the side of the
body which a person favors as he functions, and
according to some authorities, dominance is
established when a child crawls. If a person is
right dominated, he is right-handed, right-eyed,
and functions best with his right leg. The same is
true of people with left dominanceleft eye,
!eft leg, and left hand. However, if a student
has mixed dominance, he may be right-handed,
left-eyed, and favor his left leg. Dominance
relates to laterality (being able to distinguish
between left and right) or to directionality
(one's place in space). If one has not overcome
or compensated for a dominance problem, he
may be confused internally, may have
difficulty giving or following directions, and
may have orientation problems in moving his
eyes smoothly from left to right, a reading
skill.

The significance of mixed dominance for
12 learning is unclear. Apparently, a large number
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of people have mixed dominance (including
some of my colleagues) and are able to
function academically without difficulty. Still
others seem to be affected by dominance
problems, and their academic work suffers
because of them. Nevertheless, at this point all
we can say is that a number of Developmental
students had mixed dominance and none in the
control group had it. Of the 69 students tested,
23 had mixed dominance. Of those 23
students, seven dropped before we could
evaluate their work, 11 were considered very
weak students, and five were regarded as at
least average in ability. More than half of those
tested either did not know their right hand
from their left or they showe_d_great hesitancy
when asked to point them out. Obviously,
more research must be done in this area before
any valid conclusions can be drawn.

Summary

If only one comment can be made about
all this testing, I believe we can say, with
conviction, that the problems of the
academically disadvantaged are much more
complicated and varied than most of us have
previously believed. Obviously some students
improve when their attitude toward education
changes and when they mature. But still others
need more evaluation before we start teaching
them how to improve their math, English, or
reading. Trying to teach them the basic
learning skills without previously testing them
for any physical problem may perhaps be like
treating a symptom rather than a cause.

In light of these results, we repeated the
test battery in the fall of 1973, to verify
whether or not our findings were unique to a
certain group of students. Further, we sought a
state grant, with the cooperation of Zeller
Zone Center, to duplicate our testing at
Moraine Valley Community College ire Palos
Hills. (At this writing no action has been taken .

on the grant.) Our purpose is to determine if
I.C.C. students are :'nique, or if all the vision
difficulties also are common to disadvantaged
students in the Chicago are?. Finally, these
test findings have significantly altered the
content of our Developmental coursesno
longer do we feed warmed-over transfer
material to less than transfer students. And we
are continually developing materials which will
improve the students' pre-reading and
pre-writing skills. Air


